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Abstract. As organisational knowledge is greatly dependant on the tacit knowledge that its employees possess, it is
important to pursue strategies that encourage sharing of employees’ tacit knowledge. However, tacit knowledge sharing
can be better promoted by understanding the barriers and enablers of tacit knowledge transfer. As universities are seen
as the flag-bearers of knowledge creation and dissemination, this paper focuses on identifying the barriers and enablers
of tacit knowledge transfer in universities. A qualitative research method was utilised for this study in which interviews
of academics from four Australian universities were carried out. The reporting of data is based on a structured
interpretative approach drawing demonstrative examples from the interview transcripts. The findings suggest that
human, social and culture factors are addressed to ensure successful transfer of tacit knowledge. For effective transfer of
tacit knowledge, universities need to create conditions that strengthen the enablers and suppress the barriers.
Keywords: Education, Australian Universities, Tacit Knowledge Transfer

1 Introduction
Much of the knowledge required to succeed in realworld tasks is tacit in nature [1]. Tacit knowledge
focuses on ‘knowing how’ rather than ‘knowing that’
[2]. However, in reality there is an overlap between
‘how’ and ‘that’. An individual needs to know a task
(skillset) to be able to articulate and transfer it. The
transfer of tacit knowledge is important for all types and
sizes of organisations so that skills, expertise and
experience of its employees are shared and passed
throughout the organisation, than just being retained by
the employees who possess it. The use of knowledge in
organisations can attribute to improvements in
organisational processes and is a key element in creating
and
sustaining
competitive
advantage[3].
As
organisational knowledge is greatly dependent on the
tacit knowledge that its employees possess, it is
important to pursue strategies that encourage sharing of
employees’ knowledge. Sharing of information between
employees creates a more knowledgeable workforce [4].
Job performance is also enhanced through the sharing of
knowledge and experience with colleagues [5].
Tacit knowledge is repeatedly acknowledged as an
intangible resource [6], which implies that it does not
have a physical presence whereas on the other end
explicit knowledge is tangible and has a physical
presence. Knowledge exists in both explicit (tangible)
and tacit (intangible) forms. It is the intangible nature of
tacit knowledge that makes it difficult to transmit and
store. Tacit knowledge is difficult to access and transfer
[7] but it is possible to convert tacit knowledge into
explicit [8]. Since tacit knowledge is intuitive and
practice-based, it is both valuable and difficult to transfer
[9]. It is crucial that organisations identify where tacit
*

knowledge is located so that it can be easily transferred.
More importantly, an assessment of the barriers and
enablers should be carried out to contribute to greater
tacit knowledge transfer [10].
From a tacit knowledge sharing perspective in an
organisational context, there are two evident problems,
firstly sharing is difficult [11] and secondly, a restrictive
knowledge-sharing culture [12]. Tacit knowledge, which
is embedded in the minds of employees, is difficult to
transfer. Moreover, even if these employees are willing
to part with their tacit knowledge, there are barriers of
tacit knowledge transfer in the universities context. In
the case of universities, most tacit knowledge is located
within its academic and research employees. In
universities, an aspect of knowledge transfer would
imply the sharing of work-related knowledge and
expertise by academics with their peers within the
university [13]. Therefore, university academics form the
primary source of data for this research.
There is an apparent lack of understanding of the
barriers and enablers that affect knowledge sharing [14].
Most previous research has predominantly focussed on
knowledge sharing in the corporate sector disregarding
higher education institutions [15] and knowledge sharing
behaviour should be studied in universities globally [16].
This study plugs that scarcity gap by not just focussing
on knowledge sharing but specifically on tacit
knowledge transfer in the universities’ context, from the
perspective of Australian university academics.
Moreover, universities are considered as the formal
means of creating, disseminating and transferring
knowledge [17]. As the problem lies in the difficulty of
transferring tacit knowledge, this study sets out to
explore the enablers and barriers of tacit knowledge
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transfer, specifically from the viewpoint of Australian
university academics.
The next section provides a brief review of the
previous literature. This is followed by the research
method in section three, which outlines the merits of the
adopted qualitative approach. Section four then outlines
the findings, along with a discussion. Finally, the last
section of the paper summarises the conclusion, outlines
limitations and avenues for future research.

efforts have been identified by various authors
[12];[22];[24] but there is a clear lack of emphasis on
tacit knowledge transfer barriers. Identifying and
amalgamating barriers to knowledge transfer does not
necessarily lead to a segregation between tacit and
explicit knowledge transfer barriers. Both tacit and
explicit knowledge transfer barriers should be looked in
isolation to each other. Polanyi [25] justifies that tacit
and explicit knowledge are separate and distinct and
hence need to be treated differently. There has been a
call to specifically identify the barriers to tacit
knowledge transfer in the universities context [26].
Any knowledge management strategy needs three
inter-related elements to operate effectively – people,
processes and technology [17]. More specifically, a tacit
knowledge management strategy is needed because tacit
knowledge is unique, gives a competitive advantage and
provides support [27]. Knowledge management has been
widely explored in the corporate business sector, but
universities are lagging behind [28]. Undoubtedly, the
transfer of tacit knowledge is a challenging task because
of the very sticky nature of tacit knowledge. To
exacerbate the issue, transfer of teachers’ tacit
knowledge is a difficult point in the overall knowledge
management efforts of universities [29]. Universities are
knowledge hubs where knowledge creation and
knowledge sharing takes place and removing
hierarchical barriers will improve tacit knowledge
capacity and increase innovation [30]. It is essential to
create a favourable environment with the right
conditions for the spread, transformation, creation and
application of tacit knowledge [29]. These right
conditions can be termed as the enablers.
The literature points to the importance of tacit
knowledge sharing. Researchers from different
disciplines have attempted to approach the field of
knowledge from different views [31];[32];[33]. Many of
these researchers rest on the objective view and tend to
privilege explicit over tacit knowledge [34]. Despite the
progress that has been made in understanding the nature
of explicit knowledge, little has been done to explore the
transfer of tacit knowledge especially by academics in
universities in Australia. The current understanding of
the nature of tacit knowledge and its implications for
universities is still far from satisfactory. This study will
reveal the barriers and enablers of tacit knowledge
transfer in Australian universities. An insight into the
barriers and enablers of knowledge sharing will pave the
way for providing a significant advantage for
organizations [35], particularly universities.

2 Literature Review
Tacit knowledge comprises of the skills, ideas and
experiences people possess, which are hard to access and
transfer [18]. Tacit knowledge is difficult to articulate in
an explicit form. Nonaka, Toyama and Konno [19]
suggest that explicit knowledge can be expressed in a
formal and systematic language and is easily shared
whereas tacit knowledge is personal and includes
subjective insights, intuitions and hunches. Tacit
knowledge develops thorough practice as people engage
in day-to-day activities whether at work or home. These
day-to-day activities provide experience and develop
different types of skills.
Nonaka [8] has argued that knowledge can only exist
at the level of the individual, so it becomes really
important to use the knowledge individuals possess.
Apart from using their tacit knowledge, the means of
making that personal knowledge available for reuse via
knowledge transfer is important. Tacit knowledge can be
transferred from an individual into a separate object in
the form of something tangible such as a standard
operating procedure or lessons learnt document, or it can
be shared through seminars or story telling activities.
The terms knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer
are sometimes used synonymously but the difference
between them is blurry [20]. In this paper too, at times,
these terms have been used interchangeably. A definition
of knowledge transfer is “the focused, unidirectional
communication of knowledge between individuals,
groups, or organizations such that the recipient of
knowledge (a) has a cognitive understanding, (b) has the
ability to apply the knowledge, or (c) applies the
knowledge.” [21], pg. 542.
The factors that adversely affect the success of
knowledge management implementation are classified as
knowledge management barriers [22]. However,
knowledge management is a large discipline and looking
at implementation and knowledge management under
one lens would only provide a siloed picture. The
importance of knowledge sharing cannot be underscored.
Riege [12] has provided an extensive list of knowledge
sharing barriers from a variety of different perspectives,
however has cautioned that knowledge sharing barriers
will vary greatly amongst different organisations. Reige
(ibid) has also highlighted that the first step in successful
knowledge sharing is the identification of knowledge
sharing barriers.
Barriers to knowledge transfer can be defined as
factors due to which knowledge transfer does not take
place [23]. Barriers that thwart knowledge management

3 Research method
A qualitative research method, in the form of interviews,
was used for this study. Qualitative research is usually
unstructured, more explorative and emphasises
understanding and gaining insights [36]. In an attempt to
gain a more accurate and clear picture of the
interviewee’s stance in an unrestricted environment, indepth structured interviews were conducted to uncover
enablers and barriers of tacit knowledge transfer.
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Qualitative interviews can be used to gain in-depth
information about the interviewees’ thoughts, beliefs,
knowledge, reasoning, motivations and feelings [37].
This research primarily conducted qualitative structured
interviews using a predetermined list of open-ended
questions and each research subject was asked exactly
the same questions in exactly the same order [38]. The
study took place using academics from four Australian
public universities as the main sample as they deal with
tacit knowledge on a daily basis. Teachers are the
foremost illustration of knowledge workers [39] as they
are involved in tacit knowledge creation, distribution and
application.
The interviewee profile considered ideal for the
interviews was a lecturer or senior lecturer and an
associate professor or professor from each university,
thus providing a stratified purposeful sample. Eight
interviews were carried out in total with two academics
from each of the four universities. Qualitative research
focusses on a broad sample that can be interviewed
deeply to ensure important aspects and variations of the
phenomenon being studied are captured in the sample,
regardless of whether the sample size is 8 or 100 [40]. In
terms of the sample size (n=8), it was also considered
justified as the interviewees have ‘information power’.
Information power indicates that the more information
the sample holds, the lower is the number of
interviewees required [41].
Although carried out as part of a larger previous
study, the questions analysed in this paper represent an
endeavour to identify the barriers and enablers of tacit
knowledge sharing, with an ultimate aim to encourage
tacit knowledge transfer. It was impossible to present the
findings of the large study without dividing it into easily
reportable chunks to provide greater meaning.
For the analysis, multiple iterations involved
transcribing, reviewing the interview transcripts, and
coding relevant information that was useful in
investigating and reaching meaningful findings. The
reporting of data is based on a structured interpretative
approach drawing demonstrative examples from the
interview transcripts. Verbatim quotes and extracts, in
italics, from the interviews have been woven in the
narrative analysis to demonstrate and support
interpretation in the following section.

4

who is coming from a different background who’s not
willing to share on the forums, if we go for coffee he will
share more than writing which is available to public.’ It
is evident from this comment that providing an informal
means of communication may be more suitable to tacit
knowledge transfer rather than strictly formalising it or
making it mandatory. Inefficient communication has
been cited as a barrier to knowledge management [24]
and knowledge sharing cannot be instructed or forced
but can be nurtured by providing a facilitative
environment [16].
An interviewee who identified culture as a barrier
remarked that ‘on this campus, we have different
background people. Again, that’s my – we have different
agenda only in people’s mind. It could be an advantage,
it could be a barrier but, again, if the culture is correct,
barrier could become an incentive. So different ways,
two sides of the coin.’ This implies that if universities
cultivated the right sharing culture, it could actually be
an incentive and academics would be more willing to
share. Creating a knowledge-sharing culture is an
important enabler of enhancing knowledge sharing [42].
Another barrier was the lack of interest and peer trust
in tacit knowledge sharing that was resonated by an
interviewee in the comment that ‘some staff are not
interested in my ideas, my intentions may be
misinterpreted as criticism.’ Moving away from these
personal characteristics, an interviewee identified ‘Job
insecurity as another one’ Work overload was also cited
as a barrier by an interviewee who stated that ‘people are
often too tired and overburdened with admin and
bureaucracy to engage in meaningful sharing and
reflection.’ Another interviewee remarked that
‘Realistically, we are overloaded with work and the flow
of information. This can often prevent sharing of ideas,
experiences and skills because you need to prioritise
your work and the basics (research, teaching,
administration) take precedence.’ In fact the issue of
high staff workload being a barrier was cited a number
of times by various interviewees.
Bean counting or counting everything is seen as
being detrimental to tacit knowledge transfer. The
problem with bean counting is that it solely comes down
to profit and loss and neglects the people aspect. One of
the interviewee exemplified that ‘the barrier is this:
everything bean-counted - bean-counting mechanism is
the basic barrier. Every time you are doing something
you are thinking - am I fulfilling - am I ticking a box or
not? And most people are just coping with the ticking the
boxes. The answer is we are academics, we do not
separate between week day and weekend and then we’re
a sliding scale - you do more work on the weekday, less
on weekend - but you can’t turn yourself off and if you
do, then you’re not an academic. So as soon as you even
start thinking that as an academic we only work five
days a week, it’s contrary to being an academic’.
Academics have echoed a conscientious notion that tacit
knowledge transfer should not be made mandatory
otherwise it will lead to a further decline in tacit
knowledge transfer rather than encouraging it. In fact to
make it work, more incentives need to be provided.

Findings and discussion

There are several barriers that make the transfer of tacit
knowledge difficult. It is necessary to identify the
barriers so that corrective action can be initiated. An
interviewee illustrated differing barriers that deter the
transfer of tacit knowledge ‘Politics, mind sets,
personalities’ to name a few. Other barriers that were
identified by another interviewee were ‘Lack of
leadership, and lack of knowledge management
technology in the university’. Communication was high
on the list of barriers that most interviewees provided.
One of the interviewee remarked that ‘communication
issues, and cultural issues - personal - culture of the
person and the organisational culture both. The person
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Table 1. Barriers of tacit knowledge transfer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

common problem and hence to enable the transfer of
tacit knowledge, senior management should look into
this issue and explore how staff can be encouraged to
share tacit knowledge. A fine line between the
economics of academics’ day-to-day operations and
sharing of knowledge can only be achieved if some sort
of time-release is provided. Some excerpts from the
interviewees about a reduction in teaching time so that
more time for tacit knowledge transfer is available:
‘reduce teaching related load so that I can have time to
do other things.’, ‘Reduce teaching load’, ‘create time
for such activities’ and ‘free time to focus on information
transfer’. Human and social factors should be considered
and adequately addressed for tacit knowledge transfer to
take place successfully [44].
Cultivating a culture that encourages and promotes
tacit knowledge sharing is also critical. One of the
interviewee’s commented that ‘there's a challenge in
tempering someone's tacit understanding in a culturally
contextual sort of environment.’ It is this sort of
challenge that senior managers need to reduce so that the
university environment can become more conducive to
knowledge sharing. Another interview stated that
‘cultivate a sharing culture, it’s a good way to start
with.’ Yet another interviewee focussed upon the
importance of an open culture by saying that ‘develop a
knowledge sharing culture, so that people come forward
and share their good and maybe sometimes bad
experience. A learning organisation is one that allows
people to take risks.’ An interviewee said that ‘culture of
blame, fear of failure, putting people down in public
meetings’ are not conducive to sharing ideas,
experiences and skills within any university. Another
interviewee exemplified that ‘the bureaucratic mindsets
and often controlling culture operates antithetically in
regard to the notion of building social capital in
dynamic and boundaried interfaces and spaces where
new paradigms, ideas and solutions might emerge.
Control and standardisation can be inhibitive
concerning creative thought and sharing ideas’. This
comment also aligns with the notion of too much control
from senior management as being a prohibitive factor in
tacit knowledge sharing. An interviewee commented that
‘cultural change often needed lead by management
encouraging the sharing of ideas.’ Hence a cultural shift
is required which needs to be promoted by top
management. Developing a knowledge sharing culture is
possible but that can be a difficult and time consuming
process [45].
Pan and Scarborough [45] have
emphasised that senior management play an important
role in bringing about and facilitating a cultural change.
Senior management plays an important role because
their behaviour influences that of people working under
them.
Senior management who exhibit positive
leadership traits can motivate their team and have a
positive
impact
on
enhancing
organisational
performance. An interviewee stated that ‘motivate
people to make people realise how tacit knowledge is so
important.’ Knowledge sharing can be enhanced by
developing motivational drivers that are aligned with
willingness of employees to share knowledge [16].

Barriers
Inadequate communication
Lack of avenues for informal interaction
Culture – personal and organisational
Lack of peer trust
Job insecurity
Work overload
Lack of resources and incentives
Lack of leadership
Organisational politics
Lack of technology

Table 1 outlines the barriers that were identified from
the interviews. It is imperative that the identified barriers
are eliminated or at least reduced so that tacit knowledge
transfer can take place effectively. To support this claim
an interviewee very appropriately commented that ‘I
guess if all the barriers I mentioned could be turned into
– really examined or turned to the table around, that
would be a way of capturing the tacit knowledge’.
However, the interviewees also specifically identified
various enablers that can aid the transfer of tacit
knowledge.
One of the interviewee remarked that it is important
to ‘create an atmosphere of encouraging people’ so that
tacit knowledge transfer can take place. This interviewee
also focussed on the need to create more avenues for
informal sharing. The interviewee said that ‘I actually
personally enjoy the coffee room for knowledge sharing we help each other, advise each other, so I think it’s just
great. There’s no bossing in there - we are all equal and that’s just the kind of environment probably - very
good.’ This demonstrates a good example of collegiality
in an informal environment. Informal settings such as
social events and coffee breaks provide a good place for
knowledge sharing although more knowledge sharing
appears to take place in formal settings than in informal
settings [43].
Quite a few interviewees focussed on the provision
of more resources so that tacit knowledge transfer could
take place. An interviewee remarked that ‘the rules of
the resource allocation right from the top is not
conducive of tacit knowledge transfer at all.’ Apart from
monetary resources, lack of time was another concern.
An interviewee commented on the reason for not
engaging in sharing knowledge was that ‘Without
sufficient time, with fulltime teaching and part time
researching, sharing my ideas, experiences and skills
are not on my priority list. I am struggling to have
sufficient time to teaching and research on everyday
basis.’ Time as a prohibiting factor was definitely very
high on the responses provided by the interviewees.
Another interviewee said that ‘There is absolutely no
time provided. Everything we do is on top of our other
duties.’ An interviewee added that ‘I teach between 12
and 15 hours per week (including online offshore student
teaching). This drains personal energy and provides
little opportunity or motivation to reflect and share
ideas, experiences and skills.’ The lack of time was a
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Senior management’s commitment in enabling the
transfer of tacit knowledge is important. The role of
senior management is very crucial in ensuring that staff
understand the importance of tacit knowledge transfer.
Apart from that, the funding for such activities to take
place has to come from senior management. An
interviewee remarked that ‘I would have the topmanagement to announce formally and encourage the
sharing.’ Knowledge worker retention is also enhanced
when an organisation cultivates an active learning
culture, its human resource program and practices
support knowledge management initiatives and its senior
management supports and understands the importance of
knowledge management [46]. This also leads to an
important factor of developing a learning culture that
promotes and supports innovation, creativity and risk
taking rather than admonish it.
Technology has also been identified as an enabler of
tacit knowledge sharing by multiple interviewees who
see Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
playing an important role in capturing, sharing and
applying tacit knowledge. An interviewee focussed on
developing expertise finder directories that ‘they could
set that up so it’s sort of a knowledge bank of saying
these are the topics that people have the skills in.’
Expertise finder directories are already available at most
universities. It can be argued that easy access to
academic staffs’ expertise does not necessarily translate
to a knowledge sharing culture. It may, though, help.
The role of technology in promoting the transfer of
tacit knowledge is vital. However, academics must take
the first step in trying to document their knowledge.
Then, IT staff must find a way of indexing and
structuring the codified knowledge so that it is easily
accessible. The stored codified knowledge is of little use
if employees are not willing to search for this knowledge
when required [47]. Alternatively universities can adopt
push systems where the codified knowledge is pushed
out to employees rather than waiting for them to pull it.
It can be argued that a push-based system may not be
favoured as it can be intrusive and employees may not
need the information at that instant. A searchable
repository of academics’ expertise and know-how can
also be seen as a starting step towards knowledge
sharing – once tacit knowledge is codified, it becomes,
easy to transfer and share between other employees
through the use of ICT. Table 2 outlines the enablers that
were identified from the interviews.

• Provide incentives
• Provide job stability/security
• Reduce organisational politics
It is important to highlight that ‘the opposite of a
knowledge-sharing enabler often also exists as a barrier’
[48], pg. 56. The existence of some of the identified
issues can be seen as a barrier or an enabler depending
upon the context. For any successful tacit knowledge
transfer initiative in an organisation, it is vital that the
identified human, social and culture factors are tackled
to ensure success. However, all organisational initiatives
towards tacit knowledge sharing will be futile if
employees are not motivated to share. Employees’
willingness to share will depend upon their perception of
the pros and cons of sharing knowledge. If the sharing of
tacit knowledge does not produce any benefits for the
employees themselves, the reluctance will be higher and
vice-versa.

5

Conclusion

The ephemeral and elusive nature of tacit knowledge
makes it more important to be captured and shared with
others. The strength of this qualitative study lies in its
assessment of barriers and enablers of tacit knowledge
transfer and translates into what universities can do to
encourage tacit knowledge transfer. Through the use of a
qualitative method, the study provides empirical
evidence. The results of this research highlight the
barriers that need to be addressed and areas where
universities need to make improvements in order to
encourage and facilitate tacit knowledge sharing. It
focuses attention on important areas that are often
neglected but are significant for tacit knowledge transfer.
The results from the study suggest that the transfer of
tacit knowledge transfer in Australian universities is
often hampered by inadequate communication, lack of
avenues for informal interactions, culture (personal and
organisational), lack of peer trust, job insecurity, work
overload, lack of resources and incentives, lack of
leadership, organisational politics and lack of
technology. On the other hand, the enablers constitute
encouraging open formal and informal communication,
providing adequate resources, cultivating a knowledge
sharing culture, senior management commitment,
promoting openness and trust, introducing technology,
encouraging documentation, providing incentives and
job security and reducing organisational politics.
The findings have implications for researchers and
practitioners. The complex nature of tacit knowledge
transfer challenges every organisation and different
approaches to retain and transfer tacit knowledge have
been attempted in practice with varying levels of success
and failure. This study contributes to the literature by
providing a more integrative view of various tacit
knowledge transfer enablers and barriers; as both driven
by individuals (academics) and the expectations of
workplaces (universities). Since knowledge is often
embedded in practice, the practices or processes adopted

Table 2. Enablers of tacit knowledge transfer

Enablers
• Encourage open communication (both
formal and informal)
• Provide adequate resources (time and
monetary)
• Cultivate a knowledge sharing culture
• Senior management commitment
• Promote openness and trust
• Introduce technology
• Encourage documentation
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by academics and the tacit knowledge they possess is
localised and context specific. It is becoming very
necessary that universities make all attempts to convert
tacit knowledge to explicit. In order to enhance any
university’s performance, it is crucial that the
knowledge, skills and experience of staff are retained.
However, implementation of tacit knowledge sharing
practices should be seen as only the first step in an
evolving management process that will eventually
include more formal and systematic practices.
For greater transfer of tacit knowledge, universities
need to create conditions that strengthen the enablers and
suppress the barriers. The identified enablers may
require considerable monetary investments especially if
staff teaching loads are varied so that tacit knowledge
transfer can take place. It really is a predicament since
currently most universities are at doldrums to reduce
their spending. However, it is crucial that universities
acknowledge the value of their intellectual capital and
develop channels that allow the transfer of tacit
knowledge. There is no doubt that to usher such a tacit
knowledge sharing attitude organisationally would
require significant investment in resources from different
levels of a university. Any direction that universities
will take will require some level of experimentation to
see what works best for them. A one-size-fits-all shoe
may not be suitable.
As can be expected, the study has some limitations.
The sample consists of academics from universities.
Hence, the findings of this study may not be
generalisable across other sectors. In addition, as the
findings pertain to only Australian universities, the
results may be valid in developed countries but may not
be generalisable to developing countries with a different
culture. It would also be inappropriate to generalise the
findings to a larger population of academics or other
Australian universities too due to the small sample.
Moreover, qualitative research has its own natural
limitation and is not proposed to be used for generalising
across a larger population. However, this explorative
study paints a picture of the reality from the ground.
Future studies can address these limitations and more
specifically, it would also be valuable to study tacit
knowledge transfer specifically at the senior
management level of universities.
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